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A n a l y s i s ,  i n s i g h t s ,  a n d  a  d i f f e r e n t  p e r s p e c t i v e  

 Doing Well and Doing Good 

A growing number of people are seeking to invest their 

money according to their values. Many other investors 

are interested in so-called socially responsible investing 

(SRI), but do not want to sacrifice performance. Luckily 

for these investors, new research provides compelling 

evidence that SRI investments do not suffer a perfor-

mance penalty. In this issue of Investment Insights, we 

introduce SRI and take a closer look at SRI’s effect on 

total return.   

What is SRI?  

Socially Responsible Investing incorporates another layer of 

ethical research and screening in addition to conventional 

financial analysis. Socially responsible investors aim for 

strong investment performance, but also believe their mon-

ey should be used to contribute to advancements in envi-

ronmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) practic-

es. While SRI is the most commonly used name for invest-

ments that factor in ESG criteria, “ethical investing”, “impact 

investing”, “sustainable investing”, “values-based investing” 

and “ESG investing” they all mean roughly the same thing.  

Key Points 

 Socially Responsible Investing incorporates 
ethical and sustainable factors into invest-
ment decisions. A study from 2014 indicated 
approximately 1 in 6 US dollars under profes-
sional management was invested according to 
socially responsible principles (Investing 
Trends, US SIF Foundation, 2014).  

 Despite the persistent worry that SRI decreas-
es financial performance, the evidence  
strongly suggests socially responsible screen-
ing does not lower returns.  

 This research, combined with the expanding 
SRI options on the market, should make SRI a 
compelling option for many investors.  

  1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr 

U.S. Large Stocks 14.56 10.70 16.51 7.45 

U.S. Small Stocks 12.25 7.07 16.07 7.28 

U.S. Bonds 5.19 4.15 2.87 4.77 

Intl Markets Stocks 9.71 0.29 6.83 2.45 

Intl Emerging Mkts Stocks 16.67 -0.78 3.42 4.32 

U.S. Inflation (CPI) 1.06 0.98 1.23 1.68 

Source: Morningstar. Annualized returns for periods ended 
Sept 22, 2016. U.S. large stocks is the S&P 500 Index, U.S. 
small stocks is the Russell 2000 Index, U.S. Bonds is the Bar-
clays US Aggregate Bond Index, Intl Developed Markets is 
the MSCI All Country World Index Ex-US, International 
Emerging Markets is the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. Re-
turns include dividends and interest. Past performance is not 
an indication of future results. All indices are unmanaged and 
may not be invested into directly. The Indices mentioned in 
this report are unmanaged, may not be invested into directly 
and do not reflect expenses or fees.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For many people and organizations, ESG screening has be-

come a guiding principle of investing. In 2014, a total of $6.57 

trillion dollars nationwide were invested with managers that 

incorporate SRI strategies, an almost two-fold increase from 

2012. This corresponded to approximately 1 in 6 US dollars 

under professional management being invested according to 

SRI principles (Investing Management Trends, US SIF Founda-

tion, 2014). Signatories to a UN document laying out the 

principles of SRI, account for 20% of the world’s global capital 

markets (The Impact, US SIF Foundation, 2014). Small inves-

tors, high net worth individuals, family offices,  foundations, 

pension funds, nonprofit organizations, and religious institu-

tions are all turning towards SRI.  

SRI encompasses a wide range of goals and techniques. Some 

SRI managers use negative screens, which filter out industries 

deemed to be morally offensive. Negative screening is most 

common among religiously affiliated funds, which filter out 

companies in the alcohol, tobacco, porn, gambling, and 

sometimes nuclear weapons industries. Another strategy, 

positive screening, results in portfolios with securities that 

have been chosen for their good characteristics, rather than 

a portfolio free from any tainted industries. Positive screens 

often involve thorough fundamental research on companies’ 

ESG (environmental, social, and governance) record. “Impact 

Investing,” a term used to describe a fund’s commitment to 

causing good (rather than just sidestepping bad), falls under 

the category of positive screening. Some SRI investors use 

their rights as a partial owner of a company to pressure the 

management for positive ESG change. Through shareholder 

activism, the SRI investors file shareholder resolutions, en-

gage in proxy voting, and meet with company executives. 

Lastly, community investing is an area of SRI in which money 

is invested directly into community organizations or individu-

als. This can take the form of local loans used for affordable 

housing, small business creation, or education and health 

facilities.  

While SRI goes by different names and uses different tech-

niques, the general principle is the same: to  help people who 

want to align their investments with their values.  

Misconceptions about SRI  

Despite its growing popularity, some people still have reser- 

Source: US IF  Foundation 2014; Morgan 

Figure 1: All professionally managed SRI dollars in the US. 

vations about SRI. The Economist concluded a short piece 

last month on SRI with the caveat, “many still wonder 

whether what’s good for the conscious can also be good for 

the wallet” (The Economist Expresso, 2016). The Economist 

is right: skepticism about the profitability of SRI persists in 

the news, among retail investors, and even among industry 

professionals. News outlets often run stories that claim the 

effect of ESG screening on financial returns is ambiguous. 

For example, a recent Wall Street Journal article, “Does So-

cially Responsible Investing Make Financial Sense?”, fea-

tured investment professionals arguing on both sides (WSJ, 

2016). Perhaps not surprisingly, more than half of retail in-

vestors think that sustainability and financial gains are a 

tradeoff (Morgan Stanley, 2015). Another study found that 

51% of financial advisors believe SRI does not provide the 

same returns as other investments (Investors and their Fi-

nancial Advisors, TIAA, 2016).  

This prevalent belief about SRI’s under-profitability is hold-

ing back the field. 77% of affluent investors are interested in 

SRI, but most do not want to sacrifice return (Investors and 

their Financial Advisors, TIAA, 2016) 

SRI Has Created Compelling Returns 

Some of the only people who don’t seem to be wondering if 

SRI is “good for the wallet” are those that have thoroughly 

examined the data. Benefiting from hundreds of studies 

over 40 years, the academic world has reached a conclusion: 

what’s good for the conscious has historically left the wallet 

untouched. SRI products have been able to achieve similar 

returns to equity market benchmarks.  

While the first study on SRI investing was published in the 

70s, academic interest in SRI investing swelled from the 80s 

to the 2010s. In that period, well over 100 different articles 

on the subject were published. The relationship between 

SRI screening and financial returns was by far the most com-

mon subtopic (Reveli et alt., 2015). To sort through the del-

uge of studies, academics conducted meta-analyses, which 

are papers that aggregate separate studies to interpret 

them jointly (Wallis et alt., 2014).  

A methodically sound meta-analyses, Financial Performance 

of Socially Responsible Investing (SRI): What Have We 

Learned? , was published last year.  The authors evaluate 85 

papers which contain 190 individual experiments. All 190 

experiments measure financial performance of SRI funds  

and use conventional funds as an experimental control.  

After conducting various statistical processes to account for 

variations in the studies, the authors found that statistically, 

SRI and conventional funds produce the same returns. They 

conclude, “there is no significant relationship between SRI 

and performance. Thus the adoption of ESG standards does 

not generate notable costs or benefits for an investor with a 

global perspective, challenging the theory of SRI inefficien-

cy” (Revelli et alt., 2015). The paper’s breath and rigorous 

methodology should put to rest concerns about SRI’s finan-

cial performance.  



But in case you need more evidence, other recent studies 

have reached the same conclusion. A 2014 literature review 

found that out of 35 studies measuring SRI performance 

versus conventional benchmarks, 83% concluded socially 

screened investments have positive or non-negative perfor-

mance results (Wallis et alt., 2014). Studies have found ESG 

screened indexes, pension funds, and open-end funds all 

achieve performance that is statically indistinguishable from 

their conventional counterparts (Reveli et alt., 2015). For 

example, figure 2 shows that socially screened indexes have 

performed on par with their conventional counterparts. 

Financial Differences  

Potential investors should note that while it is clear that ESG 

focused investments have performed as well as convention-

al investments over the long run, there may be differences 

between other financial characteristics. While most aca-

demics, money managers, and individual investors agree 

that ESG screening can reduce risk, it is also the case that 

SRI funds may be more likely to have tracking errors versus 

the benchmark in the short term. ESG screening often re-

sults in different sector weightings than the traditional 

benchmark. Screening for responsible companies can lead 

SRI funds to be overweight in small companies, healthcare 

and technology sectors. Due to higher tracking errors, SRI 

funds may likely significantly under perform or over perform 

to the benchmark over a short time period. However, over 

the long run SRI fund’s returns and risk are indistinguishable 

from non SRI funds (Responsible Investing, TIAA, 2016).  

The Virtuous Circle  

This is good news for investors who are interested in ethical 

investing. The authors of Financial Performance and Socially  
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Figure 2: SRI Indexes Versus Conventional Indexes  

Responsible Investing: What Have We Learned? conclude 

that, “investors should perceive SRI as a better way to in-

vest, as they can achieve both financial and SRI perfor-

mance. In this case, SRI provides extra-financial added val-

ue: investors obtain both financial and SRI performance.” As 

investors flock to SRI, the authors predict a “virtuous circle” 

will arise.  Investors’ interest in firms with strong ESG prac-

tices will allow these firms cheaper access to capital.  This in 

turn should incentivize other companies to engage in better 

ESG practices to attract SRI investors and their capital 

(Revelli et alt., 2015).  

Demographics could also speed up the virtuous circle. Mil-

lennials are almost twice as likely than the general popula-

tion to invest in companies with positive ESG characteris-

tics. And by 2020, millennials are expected to make up one 

third of Americans.   

 

Figure 3: The Virtuous Circle  

Source: Morningstar Direct. The MSCI USA IMI Index is designed to measure the performance of the large, mid and small cap segments of the US 
market. The MSCI KLD 400 Social Index includes 400 companies from the MSCI USA IMI Index that provide exposure to companies with positive 
ESG characteristics. The MSCI World Index  is a broad global equity benchmark that represents large and mid-cap equity performance across 23 
developed markets countries. The MSCI World ESG Index  includes companies in the MSCI World Index that have high ESG performance relative to 
their sector peers.  



Important Disclosures: 

The information contained in this report is as of September 23, 2016 and was taken from sources believed to be reliable. It is intended only for personal use. To obtain 
additional information, contact Cornerstone Wealth Management. This report was prepared by Cornerstone Wealth Management. The opinions voiced in this material are 
for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.  

To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. Content in this report is for general information only and not 
intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that 
strategies promoted will be successful. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal. No strategy can assure success or protection against loss. Past per-
formance is no guarantee of future results.  

There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. 

Investing in mutual funds involves risk, including possible loss of principal. Value will fluctuate with market conditions.  

An investment in Exchange Traded Funds (ETF), structured as a mutual fund or unit investment trust, involves the risk of losing money and should be considered as part of 
an overall program, not a complete investment program. An investment in ETFs involves additional risks such as not diversified, price volatility, competitive industry pres-
sure, international political and economic developments, possible trading halts, and index tracking errors. 

There is no guarantee that any manager or portfolio will achieve their investment objectives.  

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in 
price. 

Securities offered through LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC 

www.mycwmusa.com   

Alan F. Skrainka, CFA 
Chief Investment Officer 
 

Women, who continue to gain influence in investing, also 

tend to value SRI more than men (Morgan Stanley, 2015).  

As both investors and companies catch on to the benefits of 

value-based investing, the positive social effect of SRI will 

continue to grow. Already, companies are striving to earn 

good ESG marks in new SRI rating systems.  

The SRI Market Today  

The supply side of the market has been catching on to the 

grassroots investor interest in SRI. The result is that there 

are more SRI investment options than ever before, and 

choosing attractive investments is becoming easier and 

more transparent. The number of SRI mutual funds and ETFs 

have been increasing.  In 2014, there were 435 ESG 

screened ETFs or mutual funds with 1.7 trillion assets under 

management (Investing Trends, US SIF Foundation, 2014).  

New SRI mutual funds continue to be launched, especially 

by the finance giants of conventional investing. This means 

some of the best money managers around are bringing their 

talents to SRI. 2015 saw 19 new ESG focused mutual funds 

on the market (Investment News, 2016).  

Model Wealth Program‘s SRI Portfolio  

The proliferation of high quality open-end SRI managers 

means that we at Cornerstone Wealth Management are 

able to construct a SRI model portfolio that meets our strict 

diversification and risk-management guidelines. The Model 

Wealth Management program offers a comprehensive solu-

tion for clients who wish to have their investment portfolios 

professionally  monitored, managed and rebalanced. Our 

goal is to identify a small number of experienced managers 

who offer the potential to outperform their peers and 

their respective benchmarks over a long period of time.   

100% of our managers in the SRI portfolio incorporate envi-

ronmental, social, and governance factors into their invest-

ment decisions. Our managers run the gamut in terms of 

their SRI techniques. We have managers who utilize ESG 

criteria, negative screens, and shareholder activism. In addi-

tion, some of our fixed-income managers are involved in  

community investing by placing funds directly with commu-

nity projects hungry for funding. Many of our managers are 

at the cutting edge of SRI and are influential in shaping de-

bate and policy surrounding humanitarian and sustainability 

issues. Although each manager has his or her own screening 

criteria, many focus on environmental, social/humanitarian,  

and governance issues and avoid or mark down companies 

involved in alcohol, tobacco, nuclear power, weapons man-

ufacturing, gambling, pornography, and fossil fuels.   

Socially responsible investing can allow investors the oppor-

tunity to achieve societal good as well as pursue desirable 

financial returns. We at Cornerstone Wealth Management 

are excited to offer a portfolio in this promising field of in-

vestment.   
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